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‘Tis the Season
Snowflakes, candy canes, and snowmen are
just some of the many Christmas motifs we
are all too familiar with. Tiffany & Co rings
in the holiday cheer with sterling silver
charms in their signature robin blue tints.
Gift a significant someone with some festive
arm candy that couldn’t be more apt for the
season. www.tiffany.com

WITH LATIN
GLAMOUR
Spanish actress Penelope Cruz, who starred
and co-produced the Spanish film Ma Ma,
wore Chopard’s High Jewellery collection to the
Toronto International Film Festival. She opted
for a pair of yellow diamond earrings in 18k
rose gold and an 18k white gold ring set with an
emerald-cut diamond. www.chopard.com

HOLIDAY
PIN

Yuli Fine Jewellery
celebrates the occasion
with a specially crafted Christmas tree
brooch. Available for this season only,
the 18k gold brooch is adorned with
coloured stones including tsavorites,
rubies, and pink, yellow, and orange
sapphires, with white diamonds to go
all around. www.yuli.com.sg

Vivid
Romance

Fall in love with Bibigi’s classic gemstone
rings. The Je T’aime collection is an
assortment of jewelled parure, each adorned
with a classic gemstone — sapphire, ruby,
emerald — and set with
diamonds. Dainty on
its own or dazzling
together, the rings
are perfect to
lighten up any
holiday outfit.
www.bibigi.com
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White Splendour
In 2014, Blancpain revealed the F385 flyback calibre movement,
but it is in this limited edition F185 Ladies’ Flyback Chronograph
that broke the impression of what was assumed as an aviation-only
feature. The 18k white gold ladies watch is characterised with a date
window and small seconds on a mother-of-pearl dial, with a touch of
a diamond crown cabochon to keep it dainty. www.blancpain.com
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Paragon
of Rarity
ORNATE
STARS
Secrets & Lights, the new
Piaget Haute Joaillerie
and Haute Horlogerie
collection,
celebrates the
mysterious and
captivating light
effects inspired
by two legendary
cities, Venice and
Samarkand. In the
Palace décor timepiece,
an engraved gold star marquetry
reveals a simple mother-of-pearl
dial, and its gold uniform transforms
the bracelet into an iridescent
ribbon. www.piaget.com

Pearled
Temptation
From Utopia’s Bollicine collection, these earrings
feature a beautiful row of freshwater pearls that
lithely descend down the front of the accessories.
Encrusted with blue sapphires, diamonds, and
rhodium gold, the gentle lines and soft curves
turn this pair of stunners into bold yet feminine
pieces of luxury. www.utopia-jewels.com
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The Classic Collection: Happy Day
by Schoeffel puts a twist on pearl
jewellery among a sparkling display
of boastful colours. Black Tahitian
pearls are placed asymmetrically
on 18k rose gold bands pavéd
with black diamonds, amethysts,
green sapphires, and tsavorites.
www.schoeffel-pearl.com

DYNAMIC
DUO

Italian jewellery house Damiani
collaborated with Japanese
footballer Hidetoshi Nakata to create an eclectic
series called ‘Metropolitan Dream by H. Nakata’.
Together, their new collection aims to raise funds
for the charity ‘Home for All’ in Japan. Consisting
of pendants and bracelets in burnished gold or
pink gold with diamonds, the details are available
in different variations, such as large, small, or
double cross pendants. www.damiani.com

GOLD
PANACHE
From their Les Classiques to
Tropics collections, Jewelmer
Joaillerie has always used South
Sea pearls in their centrepieces.
Besides the classic golden pearls
set, the Grand Tropics necklace
comprises a singular exquisite
baroque golden South Sea
pearl set with diamonds and
coloured gems in 18k gold.
www.jewelmer.com
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Palette
Selection

Hans D. Krieger’s style is recognisable
for its use of fabulous natural colours.
This pair of coloured gemstone rings,
each bearing a 10.55ct tanzanite
and 10.32ct mandarin garnet,
respectively, is a refreshing
switch from the primary gems
we are all too familiar with.
www.kriegernet.com

Lithe & Gilded

GLAM ROCKS

The latest jewellery collections by Fope is out to bend
the rules. Their ingenious innovation of flexible gold
mesh, termed Flex’it and used in the Solo and Eka
Tiny Collections, has become one of the brand’s
best-sellers. Their 18k flexible bracelets are
covered with gold rondels and donned with
either pink or blue sapphires and
diamonds. www.fope.com

Attending the annual GQ Men of the Year Awards 2015 in London,
supermodel Jourdan Dunn wore Messika jewellery to complement
her stunning backless gown. She showed off the iconic double ring
and matching cuff, both from the Glama’zone collection. She also
exhibited Valerie Messika’s rock & roll design edge with a doublepavéd Queen V ring. www.messika.com

Jaipore Jewels are known
for creating fine handcrafted jewellery
fashioned after timeless
traditional ethnic
styles, as seen in this
Indian Jhumki-inspired
earrings with ruby, emeralds,
and diamonds set in 18k gold.
The enchanting assembly of
colourful jewels reminds one
of Diwali, the biggest and
brightest Indian festival.
www.jaiporejewels.com

FESTIVAL
OF LIGHTS
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Mosaic of
Movement
Jaquet Droz has introduced the
Asian art of eggshell mosaic
to the world of watchmaking.
The scene depicted on the dial
of the new Petite Heure Minute
is embellished with crushed duck
eggshells, carefully selected to paint
a mosaic of an elephant and the
surrounding landscape. Beautifully
accentuated by the black onyx of the
hours-and-minutes dial, the decorative
theme continues on the underside of the
watch. www.jaquet-droz.com
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EYE DANDY
Delfina Delettrez’s Faceted collection is an ensemble
of facial-inspired jewellery pieces, from eye-themed
brooches to actual nose rings. The most intricate of the
lot, the Portrait brooch features a larger-than-life pavé
eye, complete with pearl-trimmed lashes, a
gold nose, and a ruby-encrusted pout.
www.delﬁnadelettrez.it

Angels & Diamonds

Emerald
Delight
Dior took our breath away with
their La D de Dior Precieuse
timepiece. Subtly pavéd with
diamonds, the case is decorated with
either an emerald, sapphire, or pink
sapphire-set bezel whose shades are delicately
extended onto a gold bracelet. But what truly makes this
piece of art stand out is the glowing opal dial centre, teasing
a harmony of colours from precious stones. www.dior.com

Michael Kors launched three new fragrances termed the Gold
Collection fragrance at New York Fashion Week earlier this year.
Victoria’s Secret angel Alessandra Ambrosio was seen wearing Butani
diamond bracelets while attending the launch hosted by the fashion
designer himself. www.butani.com

CLASSIC
CUTS
Just when you think gold
and diamonds couldn’t
get any classier, Lili
Diamonds took it up
a notch higher with
this 14.65ct diamond
ring. Almost fully
adorned in criss-cut
cushion diamonds and
round diamonds, the ring
stands out due to gold accents.
www.lilidiamonds.com

BEES & HONEY
Chaumet’s latest high jewellery collection is quite a buzz with a vibrant palette of yellows,
oranges, and greens. Reflected in this pair of Abeille earrings in yellow and white gold, a yellow
Ceylon sapphire, mandarin garnets, peridots, tsavorite garnets, and diamonds sparkle on these
little winged beauties. www.chaumet.com
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